The Shoppes at Marina Bay Sands
dazzles with world’s renowned
watch and jewellery collection
Luxury watchmakers and jewelers debut exquisite
limited-edition pieces from 16 to 25 August

Singapore (6 August,2013) – The Shoppes at Marina Bay Sands is setting the stage for its
largest watch and jewellery event to date this August with Fire & Ice, A Watch and Jewellery
Exhibition.
From 16 to 25 August 2013, shoppers will be treated to a splendid display of the world’s
most coveted gems and timepieces from close to 30 world-class brands. These exquisite
masterpieces, all of which are limited edition and one-of-a-kind, will also feature several
stunning debuts in Asia.
Aptly named Fire & Ice, this exhibition will unveil the fiery passion that each of these fine
timepieces embody, as well as reflect the cool splendour of these brilliant precious stones.
This year, participating brands are Blancpain, Breguet, BVLGARI, Chaumet, Chopard,
Franck Muller, Hermès Watch Boutique, Hublot and IWC Schaffhausen Boutique,
Jaeger-LeCoultre, LONGINES, Mikimoto, Montblanc, OMEGA, Piaget, RADO, Richard
Mille, Roger Dubuis, Sarcar, Sincere Fine Watches, Studio Parmigiani, TAG Heuer
Boutique, Tiffany & Co. and Vacheron Constantin.
Mr. John Postle, Vice President of The Shoppes at Marina Bay Sands, said, “With close to
50 watch and jewellery boutiques under one roof, The Shoppes at Marina Bay Sands
continues to boast one of the leading collections of fine watches and jewellery in Southeast
Asia. We are very pleased to be the preferred destination for these leading retailers to debut
some of their most extraordinary pieces here at The Shoppes.”
“In addition to our numerous luxury flagship stores and exquisite boutiques, we believe Fire
& Ice will complete the ultimate shopping experience for our guests, by giving them a rare
glimpse into the world of timeless craftsmanship and artistry.”

Vacheron Constantin presents the one-of-a-kind
Vacheron Constantin Malte Regulator Tourbillon High Jewellery watch

Forming the centrepiece of Fire and Ice is the world debut of the Vacheron Constantin
Malte Regular Tourbillon High Jewellery watch. Featuring an 18K white gold case set with
274 baguette-cut diamonds, a sapphire glass back and a diamond paved dial, this one and
only piece in the world will only be available at The Shoppes at Marina Bay Sands.

Chopard presents its limited edition Imperiale Jewellery & Timepiece collection inspired by the Imperiale age

Chopard has put together its most stunning collection to date with the limited edition
Imperiale Jewellery & Timepiece. Inspired by the Imperiale age, this collection radiates an
aura of timeless chic, marrying simplicity with sophistication and sensuality.

The limited edition Animal World Collection Hummingbird Necklace by Chopard is exclusively
available at The Shoppes at Marina Bay Sands

The luxury watch and jewellery maker will also mesmerise shoppers with its magnificent
hummingbird necklace created in white gold set with 18.68 carats worth of pink sapphires,
3,424 white diamonds, 710 tsavorites and 244 amethysts. This brilliant creation features
an intricate pink hummingbird drinking from a flower in reminiscent of spring time, and is
exclusively available at The Shoppes.

The Roger Dubuis Excalibur Double Skeleton Tourbillon debuts at The Shoppes at Marina Bay Sands and will be
only be available exclusively in the month of August

The daring vision of Roger Dubuis has brought the virtues of an art form to fine
watchmaking, balancing technical excellence with a striking design. The Excalibur 45 Double
Skeleton Tourbillon reveals the beauty of the complication that has become a signature of
the brand: a double flying tourbillon, in a skeleton structure.

The limited edition Bugatti Super Sports – The Hour Glass Exclusive
will be available exclusively at The Shoppes

The newest addition to The Shoppes’ luxurious retail offerings is Studio Parmigiani’s first
standalone boutique in Southeast Asia. The luxury watchmaker will unveil the limited edition
Bugatti Super Sport – The Hour Glass Exclusive. Encased in 18 carat white gold and
polished with black ADLC coating and satin a finish, there are only 10 pieces of this in the
world.

Platinum Tiffany Butterfly Diamond and Sapphire Brooch and Platinum Tiffany Geometric Diamond and Sapphire
Bracelet, part of Tiffany and Co.’s lavish diamond and sapphire creations

The lavish diamond and sapphire creations by Tiffany & Co. direct from its New York studio
add to the enthralment of Fire & Ice. This glamorous collection of jewels that celebrate the
1920s Jazz Age makes the ultimate adornment for the red carpet and elegant soirees.
Fire & Ice, A Watch and Jewellery Exhibition will be held at the Grand Colonnade South, Bay
Level (L1) of The Shoppes at Marina Bay Sands from 10am to 10pm and is accessible to all
shoppers.

For a complete listing of The Shoppes jewelry brands, please visit:
http://www.marinabaysands.com/Singapore-Shopping/The-Shoppes-By-Category
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